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Activity fee labeled
‘ridiculous and padded’

By Chuck Hatchcroft
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The Student Senate Finance Committee finished hearings Tuesday on requests for Activity Fee appropriations which some of the committee members labeled as ‘ridiculous and padded.’

The committee will have its final budget proposal for the 1971-72 academic year ready for the Senate Wednesday, when it meets for the final time this year. The SIU Board of Trustees will consider the Senate’s recommendations in August.

The committee worked until late Tuesday night on final recommendations. Fifty-five campus organizations have requested $688,000, but only $250,000 is available.

The $250,000 figure is based upon the chancellor’s fee structure proposal in which the Activity Fee will be lowered from $10.50 to $5.

(Continued on Page 2)

Submarine stroll

U-Senate approves formation of I-PIRG

By Darrell Ahern
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A resolution on the formation of an Illinois Public Interest Research Group (I-PIRG) at SIU received approval from the Professional University Senate at its meeting Monday night.

The U-Senate approved, 37-7, the I-PIRG resolution in essence and avoided endorsing any of the specific points in establishing the I-PIRG organization.

After lengthy discussion, a resolution endorsing the refurbishment of McAndrew Stadium, instead of building a new stadium, passed the U-Senate, 28-9, with 8 abstentions.

The legality of the I-PIRG resolution was questioned by several members of the U-Senate. William E. Nickel, professor of physics, said the fee added to students’ tuitions was not voluntary and he asked who would bear the cost of collecting the money and refunding it as stated in the I-PIRG statement.

John Baker, associate professor of government, said representatives of I-PIRG might accept the responsibility of bearing the cost of refunding any monies, but the University would be responsible for the cost of collecting the charge through tuition fees.

Sidney Moss, professor in English, said the U-Senate could not ignore the 11,000 students who signed petitions supporting I-PIRG and the rationale for forming the group should be approved in essence.

The internal affairs committee, in the resolution on I-PIRG presented to the U-Senate, asked for endorsement of the recommendation and that a letter noting the U-Senate’s support for the group’s formation be forwarded through the chancellor to the Board of Trustees.

The resolution asking for endorsement and support of refurbishing McAndrew Stadium became bogged in debate over the amount of existing monies in the Stadium Fund that would be used for the refurbishing. Several U-Senate members questioned specific costs on proposed items for the stadium.

J W Yates, professor in guidance and educational psychology and a member of the internal affairs committee, said it was not the intent of internal affairs to spell out any specifics in the resolution.

Yates said the resolution only called for endorsement of remodeling the present stadium as opposed to building a new stadium.

Several U-Senate members felt the resolution was too “open-ended” and had no limit on the amount of money to be used for the remodeling.

Motions to send the resolution back to internal affairs, to the joint standing committee on student life and welfare and a motion to table the resolution all failed the necessary majority.

A motion by George Cammelle, a junior in government, to only use funds presently in the Stadium Fund as of June, 1971, for remodeling also failed.

In other U-Senate business, the internal affairs committee presented a resolution on the status of women at SIU. The resolution calls for a Task Force on the Status of Women in the University Community to review all areas in the University community where women are involved and report to the U-Senate.

The resolution cannot be acted on until the U-Senate’s next meeting at 7 p.m. July 6 on the third floor of the University Center.

Gus

Bode

Gus says it looks like some students have learned something here, they’re beginning to pad their budgets just like the administration.
Nixon predicts European troop reduction

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon said today that after current consultations with allied nations the United States will be prepared to move forward in negotiations aimed at balanced reductions in forces stationed in Europe.

As a White House news conference on Soviet suggestions for negotiations on a mutual troop withdrawals, Nixon said the United States is considering the topic internally and in consultation with its allies.

He said after consideration in those forums, the United States will be prepared to move forward to consider European troop levels in negotiations.

Nixon said he has no plans now for any travel to Europe or for meetings with European leaders. "I will of course go anywhere that I think would serve the interest of our goal," he said, of reducing the dangers to peace in the world.

The President also said the nation needs "a national offensive" on the problem of drug addiction, and one that will take into account the particular problem of servicemen returning from Vietnam with drug problems.

The President declined to say whether any agreements produced by the mutual troop withdrawals would be submitted to the Senate in treaty form. He said any agreements to effect an offensive weapon limitation may not be at the treaty level, it may be in the understanding level.

Asked what he would do about soldiers coming back from Vietnam with drug addiction problems, Nixon said, "It is not simply a question of Vietnam veterans, it is a national problem."

What is needed is a national offensive on this problem, one that "would take into account the particular problem of servicemen returning from Vietnam with drug problems."

The President declined to say whether any agreements produced by the mutual troop withdrawals would be submitted to the Senate in treaty form. He said any agreements to effect an offensive weapon limitation may not be at the treaty level, it may be in the understanding level.
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Supercourt limits police dispersal powers

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court Tuesday limited the power of police to use "atom bomb" tactics in "anomaly" groups of protesters.

In a 5-3 decision that struck down Cincinnati's "atom bomb" tactics, the court said the right to assemble in public for social ends cannot be suspended simply because a policeman or passerby finds the gathering "anomalous." The court limited the use of "atom bomb" tactics by police.

Besides, said Justice Potter Stewart for the majority, "broad standard of lawless protest cannot be submitted simply because a policeman or passerby finds the gathering "anomalous." The court limited the use of "atom bomb" tactics by police.

The ordinance was drafted 151 years ago.

The maximum penalty for violation was $50 fine and 30 days in jail. In a second major ruling, the court gave federal judges broad leeway to block mass strikes if strikers con-

CIPS credit policy rapped at Council meeting

By Dave Mahanam

Daily Press Writer

A Carbondale resident came before the City Council Tuesday night with a complaint about the credit policy of the credit of the Central Illinois Public Serv-

Richard Hays, 912 N. Marion, told the council he and several of his neighbors have recently received letters from CIPS asking for additional deposits ranging from $10 up to $50. He said the company termed them "poor credit risks."

Hays explained to the council that he and his neighbors were given 10 days notice to pay the additional deposits.

CIPS credit policy rapped at Council meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

This amount is further based on next year's revenues and budget figures. According to Dean of Students William M. N. Moreland, the enrollment figures are uncertain because the participants are not certain making the Activity Fee figure also uncertain.

The recommendation follows two weeks of hearings in which each organization submitted its financial report. Jim Peters, chairman of the Finance Committee, said in his report the president-elect, said Tuesday that the large requests were "extremely needed."

Peters said, even admitted that the additional deposit request was padded and that the group could get along on an amount somewhat lower.

Councilman Hans Fisher suggested that as a first step the resident take their complaint to the Better Business Bureau. He said if the Bureau cannot help them they should go to legal services.

Finance committee dissatisfied with SGAC budget requests

City Attorney Ron Briggs explained the current franchise for the company to roll on. He said the council turned over the original contract to the accompanying franchise. Briggs said although the franchise agreement appears to have been written by the electric company and to have created legal foundations for the company to raise the deficiencies.

City Manager William Schmidt said the city staff would examine the matter and attempt to make some recommendations.

Strong anti-drunk driver bill unlikely to pass legislature

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Changes of passage of strong legislation aimed at drunken drivers plummeled Tuesday as the Illinois House and the state Senate Appropriations Committee weakened pending measures.

However, speaker Robert Blair of Park Forest, leader of the Republican majority, expressed hope for passage of another strongly implied consent bill that he said would extend any other measure passed the Senate, and is awaiting the expected barrage of House amendments.

Opposition to Blair's view, some in the House members said the weakened House bill may be the only one to clear the legislature.

Under the strong Senate bill, a driver suspected of being drunk who refuses to take a breath test for alcohol would lose his license for 10 days no matter what his "C" and was involved in a collision. The vote was 85 to 6.

Another amendment was tackled on another measure that would have changed the law to allow a person to refuse a test and underwent license suspension would be returned his license in a trial. Opponents of this type of amend-

Derailment fully cleared today

Illinois Central Railroad officials predicted that it will take until Wed-

eeeed

One half of the main line was cleared Tuesday by work crews. H.D. Grant, spoke denominated, some of the others several others continued the work once trains began, according to railroad personnel.

Eighteen cars of a Chicago to Mem-

ths freight train derailed near Garfield Boro.

There were no injuries, Grant said the cause of the accident had not been determined.

Many of the cars were reportedly empty freight cars or some of the others several others contained steel according to railroad personnel.

1971
Town hit 5 weeks ago

Thompsonville rebuilding after tornado

By Dave Mahaman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

It has been five weeks since a tornado swept through Thompsonville, a town of 438 persons just 40 miles south of Carbondale, but rebuilding continues.

According to the Rev. Jerry Pyle, minister of the First Baptist Church in Thompsonville, rebuilding will probably be complete by the end of summer, with the exception of the high school.

Seven houses, four trailers and a building that housed two businesses were completely destroyed in the April 27 tornado that took one life and sent 13 to the hospital. Pyle said that the displaced families have relocated in nearby Benton and West Frankfort, staying with relatives or have brought in mobile homes while their houses are being rebuilt.

This is an odd twist," Pyle said.

The people who lived in trailers won't move back in them for anything, and the people whose houses were destroyed are bringing in trailers.

The high school and a grade school were damaged in the tornado, Pyle said.

The roof of the high school gymnasium was picked up by the tornado and dropped on the grade school. He said that three rooms and the gym in the high school and half of the cafeteria, a storage closet and library and a recently completed kindergarten room in the grade school have been condemned. The repairs to the grade school will probably be complete by the end of summer. Completion of the high school repairs are not expected until late November, Pyle said. The tornado also damaged 32 houses.

Pyle said $8,000 in contributions still must be distributed to needy families as a result of the tornado. Pyle is a member of a three-man committee appointed by the Thompsonville Town Council especially to distribute the funds.

A contribution campaign was begun shortly after the tornado by Herrin Radio Station WJBY. Pyle said that money came from as far away as Tupelo, Miss., but that most of it came from Southern Illinois. Pyle said that the money will be distributed according to need, as the committee sees fit.

The $8,000 in contributions is not the only aid that Thompsonville residents received. Pyle said that although the state sent no money, the highway department did send trucks to help in the clean-up activities. He said that 70 per cent of the clean-up work had been completed by the end of the first week following the tornado.

The Federal government offered low interest loans through the Small Business Administration to Thompsonville residents who had lost property in the holocaust.

Area civil defense departments and the Salvation Army also helped in the recovery, Pyle said.

The Red Cross has to date spent a total $8,384 from its national disaster funds in Thompsonville according to the Rev. William Rand of Benton, chairman of the Franklin County Chapter of the American Red Cross. Bond said that Thompsonville was declared a disaster area by the national Red Cross office. He said that the funds, which were grants, not loans replaced major household items in five homes, gave mass care to 100 persons and gave funds to 29 families listed for disaster assistance. Red Cross money also paid for hospitalization for seven persons who were uninsured and bought clothing, furniture and food. Bond said he emphasized that this money was not considered Red Cross money by the organization, but help from the American people to their fellow Americans.

"It was our purpose to give immediate relief," Bond said. Apparently the immediate relief was very helpful, for except for some rebuilding to do, Pyle said that the general outlook in Thompsonville is that everything is fairly well under control.

Campus activities for Wednesday include Student Senate meeting

Music Department: University Singers Concert 8 p.m., Shryock Auditorium; All Sports Banquet 6:30 p.m., University Center Ballrooms.

Cross Interdenominational (Rap Line) psychological information and service for people in emotional crisis or for those who want to talk, phone 457-2066, 8 p.m.-2 a.m.

Vocational or Educational Counseling for Students, 800 S. Washington. Women's tennis 4:30 and 6 p.m., Twin Lakes; men's tennis 4:30 and 6 p.m., north tennis court.

Intramural seasons leave: 9-11 a.m., Pulliam gymnasium; 3:30-5:30 p.m., Pulliam gym and weight room.

Student Senate meeting, 7:30 p.m., Student Union Ballroom.

Little Egypt Grotto (SU Caverns) meeting, 9-11 p.m., Lawson 121.

Peace Committee meeting, 8-11 p.m., Morris Library Auditorium.

School of Business Student Council meeting, 8-10 p.m., General Classroom 20.

Kappa Omron Phi meeting, 5:45 p.m., home Economics Family Living Laboratory.

Engineering Club meeting, 9-11 p.m., Engineering Department, Technology 411.

Student Mediation Society meeting, 7-11 p.m., University Center Activities Room A and B.

MOVE meeting for volunteers for Special Olympics, 7:30 p.m., Newman Center.
Lao, Cambodian languages to be offered here summer

The Lao and Cambodian languages will be offered for the first time at SIU this summer through the Center for Vietnamese Studies.

H.B. Jacobson, director of the center, said that in his knowledge SIU is one of the few, if not the only, University in the United States offering these languages.

Courses in elementary, intermediate and advanced Vietnamese are also offered.

Jacobson said the language courses offered for summer are important because they provide an opportunity for students from other areas and universities to study Vietnamese, Lao and Cambodian.

Summer course offerings through the center include a more comprehensive and diverse variety of subjects than were offered last summer quarter, Jacobson said.

Courses include the cultural and political aspects of Southeast Asia, with an emphasis on Vietnam.

Commuting economical for some

By Earl Taylor
Student Writer

On a typical day of a commuting student, one would have to drive 20 miles, spend a total of four hours in the library awaiting available seats in classes and drive another 20 miles, returning home at 5 p.m.

According to Judy Billingsley, records supervisor at the Office of Off-Campus Students, 1,728 students commute to Carbondale. The Housing Office classifies a commuter as a student living at home with parents as a guarantor.

The majority of the students commute within a 20-mile radius," Miss Billingsley said. However, she said some commuters come from as far as Harrisburg, Mount Vernon and Metropolis.

The basic advantage of commuting is economic. Although some students contribute to their room and board at home, the cost is still less than living on their own.

The majority of commuters are considered a disadvantage by students. One commuter, Susan Camp, a senior from Herrin majoring in merchandising, gets up every morning at 6:30, leaves at 7:30 and drives for half an hour to get to school.

Once a commuter reaches campus, there is normally a break for the entire day. He can't go home to visit or relax during the break between classes. As Miss Camp explained, if a commuter wants to go somewhere, he can't easily go home and get it.

"Commuting" commuting involves expenses. Students must have a car or ride with others. This may involve gas money, or money paid for rides or a parking fee. Commuters must either bring three meals or buy one and sometimes two meals while on campus.

"You don't get to know a lot of the students," and" you don't have the opportunity to learn being on your own," Alene Randman, a junior from Carbondale majoring in physical education, said.

"You're still tied to your home responsibilities, whereas in a dorm you are pretty much on your own." Miss Randman said of the restrictions of commuting.

SIU, Carbondale plan senior citizen activities

By University News Service

Activities for senior citizens in Carbondale were limited until some concerned persons saw it that life after 60 could be fun.

With this in mind the University Services in Carbondale and SIU students have joined hands with Mary Lou Johnson, director of one of Carbondale's Senior Citizen projects in an effort to involve projects in making senior citizens in more recreational activities.

Last month project "Out Reach" began. The new program grew out of an experience gained at the Carbondale Outreach House, according to Mrs. Johnson. Project "Out Reach" is an attempt to bring the activities from Outreach House to the community. She said.

SIU students volunteered three services to Mrs. Ima Valentine from University Services to Carbondale helping at least once a week with the male program, Mrs. Johnson explained.

She said that although the projects expanded to all male senior citizens, most of the participants so far have been from the few nursing homes in the area, the suburban dorm and the Mobile Cities neighborhood.

Monday 1 20-4 30 p.m. Friendly Yunters-meet at Oakdale Mrs. Johnson added that programs are scheduled five days a week to allow various senior citizen activities. Scheduled activities are:

House and visit senior citizens in nursing homes, shelter homes and persons who are shut in.

Tuesday 1 11 a.m. 3 p.m. Project Center 207 N. Marion Education Day movie speakers from different agencies and organizations to speak Wednesday 9 a.m. 12:30 Oakdale House-Oil Painting All day...

Thursday 8 a.m. 12:30 Project Center 207 N. Marion, male senior citizens activity 9 a.m. 12:30 Oakdale Outreach House, ceramics.

Friday 9 a.m. 12:30 Oakdale House. Continuing education, hearing.

On the campus of:

--- University of Illinois<br>--- Illinois State University<br>--- Southern Illinois University<br>--- Western Illinois University
Scholarship awarded for German study

By University News Service

Mrs. Janet Van Valkenburg from Altamont has been selected by the Institute of International Education to study at the University of Hamburg, West Germany, as a Fulbright-Hays Scholarship. She is one of 80 scholarship recipients to Germany, selected from among nearly 400 applicants. The scholarship will include transportation, tuition, books and subsistence.

Graduating with a master's degree in German from BU this summer, Mrs. Van Valkenburg hopes "to live in a graduate dorm, meet more students and find more about student life in Germany. She has visited the country twice during summer vacations, and always wanted to live there for an extended period of time," she said. "The Fulbright experience will help me expand my knowledge of German and learn more about their culture and way of life," she said. Mrs. Van Valkenburg will leave New York in mid-September to spend 10 months in Germany working on her post-master's project. She plans to compare the modern journalistic literature with the literature of the period between 1820-50, and to investigate possible relations and similarities between the literature of the two periods.

"The years between 1820-50, right after the Napoleonic wars, was a very revolutionary period in Germany and most literature expressed in liberation, or on social and economic reforms," Mrs. Van Valkenburg said, adding her observations of the abundance of revolutionary literature, including the Women's Liberation Movement, written in our time. "I am for the Women's Liberation to a certain degree, but I don't share the same view with the radical women," she said.

Mrs. Van Valkenburg taught German at the United Township High School in East Moline prior to her graduate studies at BU. She plans to continue her graduate studies or teach after her year of study in Germany.

BONAPARTE'S

TONITE

All Star Frogs

Hot Weather only 35¢

Specials

Gin & Tonic Lime Rickey
Gin & Squirt Vodka Gimlet
Gin & 7 up Vodka & Squirt
Gin Rickey Virgin Sour
Gin Gimlet Vodka & Tonic
Screwdriver Vodka & 7 up
Bloody Mary

& Cold Beer

and introducing the Salty Dog
(Gin, grapefruit juice, & salt)
& cold beer too!

WALL STREET QUADS

Hijacking mystery may be cleared

WASHINGTON (AP) — The mystery of Cuba's four-day detention of a hijacked Pan American Airways jetliner may be cleared up today when the plane is expected to be allowed to continue its flight to Miami.

The White House said Tuesday it had been notified through diplomatic channels that the plane would be released today, but there was no word on whether it will be in exchange for four Cuban fishing boat captains arrested off Florida last week.

How many of the airliner's 60 passengers and 5 crew members will be permitted to proceed to Miami was not known, but they presumably will not include the hijacker.

In its first mention of the incident since the hijacking occurred last Saturday, Havana Radio reported Monday that the plane was diverted from its Camaguey-Miami run by a "Venezuelan youth who claimed political reasons."

Earlier reports said the hijacker seized a woman passenger and threatened her with a knife, forcing the pilot to take her to Havana.
Letters to the editor

Women's Festival story gives wrong impression

To the Daily Egyptian

Your article on how "apathy" is "out short" our Women's Festival misquoted me to a negative purpose. I had privately discussed with a reporter who expressed interest in writing a story on the problems we encountered and which all groups encounter to some degree. However, I did not use the expression "short" nor the word "apathy". The festival ran its scheduled length, reaching approximately five hundred enthusiastic people over two days and collecting $80 in donations above profits. We consider this quite a success and wish to thank all those persons who helped us.

Barbara Peart
Member
Women's Liberation Front

Suggestions might help RF applicants get jobs

To the Daily Egyptian

Thompson Point's resident fellows for next year have been announced. After reviewing these two were chosen and those who were not, one finds many similarities that should be related to future resident fellow applicants. Here are a few suggestions to helpfully add the prospective resident fellow

1. Know the dorm leaders. The resident counselor and resident fellow of each applicant are to submit a written report on behalf of the applicant. These reports are reviewed by the screening committee. The better the applicant knows his counselors, the better the report will be.

2. Know the area officers. Each applicant should meet his area dean, head resident and other officials. These people interview the applicants applying in their respective areas. If the applicant knows these people well, and vice versa, the interview will be more relaxed which is an advantage over those applicants who have not met them.

3. Become involved with the dorm. Nearly all of the newly appointed RF's were dorm officers.

4. Check the references. Make sure the resident fellow office at Washington Square has reviewed the two letters of recommendation. Many applicants have been screened out because their letters were received late or not at all.

5. Please the screening committee. When writing on "Why I Want to Become an RF," the applicant should include such reasons as the opportunity to serve others, the desire to guide and the chance to help solve their problems. Do not write reasons which include the financial benefits, the advantages of a private room or any other benefit. If the applicant writes the latter reasons, he will be called "egotistical and self-centered."

6. Learn to smoke cigarettes. This is essential for the success of the applicant as it shows that he is a mature adult who is able to make important judgments and decisions.
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Faults jeopardize value of Viet Center book

To the Daily Egyptian

Several references to myself occur in the book "Center for Vietnam Studies" by John F. Kelly. An attack on the center that is now being distributed on the campus.

I am disturbed that Mr. Kelly fails to mention the fact that I resigned from my association with the center as a member of an advisory committee over a year ago, in order to get more involved with that unfortunate enterprise. If the proportion of inaccuracies and misrepresentations occurring in the school's publication is typical of the work as a whole then we must look elsewhere for a fair accurate assessment of the center. This is all the more regrettable since we need an objective history of the center in order to help avoid similar mistakes in the future.

H. B. Piper
Professor
English

Wire barriers on mall are useless, dangerous

To the Daily Egyptian

Those stake-and-wire barriers that enclose the newly sodded areas in front of Wheeler Hall were placed there, presumably, in order to keep people off the grass. However, in accomplishing this purpose they are quite ineffective. Not only do people walk through the enclosed areas, some even hold classes there.

But those barriers are not just ineffective; they are positively dangerous. Today, when my four-year-old son, who was running up the sidewalk along University Avenue to meet me after classes, tried to shortcut across the lawn—he noticed others walking and sitting there—the almost invisible wire stretched across the top of the stakes caught him just beneath the chin, and he was left with an animal shot with a high-powered rifle.

When I reached him, he was choking and nearly unconscious. Although he received in a few minutes and seemed to be all right now, he did suffer a severe bruise on the throat.

The consequences of this accident might easily have been much more serious, and, in view of the ineffectiveness of those wire stakes, I want to know why they can't be removed; or if they must be maintained, why the potentially lethal wire can't be either clearly marked with streamers or else replaced by less hazardous ribbon or string.

Friedlander should get little rubber basketball

To the Daily Egyptian

What else have you contributed, Robert A. Friedlander, besides $47 in payments? And did you forget that Walt Frazier capped out on us? He still had a year of eligibility left.

And what about the administration? If it wasn't for those "dull" names clinging to buildings, this school would still be a farm college, and Frazier probably would have never heard of SU, let alone play basketball here.

But I must agree with you on one point. The S.U. athletic department should award you "a little rubber basketball." At least you deserve that much.

* Thomas Madler
Sophomore
Radio TV
Did someone forget spring cleaning?

By Teresa Ham
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Walking through Thompson Woods, one gets the feeling that someone forgot to do his spring cleaning. Fallen trees clutter the area and a well established growth of underbrush, poison ivy and honeysuckle cover the forest floor.

Some people think this is the way the woods should look. Let nature take its course, whatever that may be. It is natural. Others think the woods should be managed. This would make the area look neat and clean, and it would help preserve the dominant tree species.

These points have been thoughtfully considered for quite some time by various members of the forestry department and members of the University administration.

Since SIU bought the original wooded area in 1940, however, little has been done with Thompson Woods.

Aside from putting in asphalt walks, wooden foot bridges and mercury vapor lamps, a frequently heard rumor is that nothing can be done to Thompson Woods because of an agreement made with the Thompson family, previous owners of much of the farmland that SIU now owns. This agreement said the woods was to remain in a natural state.

The original deed to Thompson Woods contains no such stipulations upon its use or future. Supposedly, however, a verbal agreement was made John Lonergan, associate University architect, said it was not written into the deed but the family did request that Thompson Woods remain in a natural state.

What is "a natural state"?

Defining a natural state is another controversial matter. Does this mean we are to let nature take whatever course it desires? Or does it mean Thompson Woods should be managed to ensure that the present species of plants "regenerate"?

An article written in 1965 by N. W. Holley, then a professor in the Department of Forestry at SIU, and published in the November, 1965, Southern Alumnus magazine tells much of the history of Thompson Woods.

When the cornerstone was laid for Old Main, the first building of Southern Illinois Normal University in 1876, the hardwood stand was 30 to 30 years old. The woods was a popular picnic spot for the first settlers of Carbondale. The Grand Army of the Republic also held meetings there. Later the woods became a haven for hunters.

As the University expanded around Thompson Woods, its purchase was foreseen as a necessity. In 1929 Mrs. Lovina Kendelman Thompson offered to sell the woods to the University. The following year 18.42 acres of woodland was purchased for $6,050.

Oaks are dominant species.

The main stand of Thompson Woods is even-aged and primarily oak. Prof. Holley said this indicates that a "mother" oak stand preceded it and furnished acorns from which the present trees grew. The woods could have been cut over around 1850 when the young trees had already established growth.

The preservation of Thompson Woods as it is today is desirable because the woods is in a climax stage, the final stage of succession. Also, only two or three other campuses in the country have timber stands comparable to Thompson Woods.

Black oak is predominant in the woods but white, northern red, southern red, post and pin oaks do occur. Other species such as hard, soft and black maple, shagbark and red hickories, black cherry, American elm, white elm and black walnut are also present. A few beeches and hickories have been planted.

The species growing up under the old stand are mainly different from the present stand. Holley attributes this change to the heavy squirrel population which destroys the acorn crop.

"Paul Roth, assistant professor in forestry, said that in a woods similar to Thompson Woods, one would usually find a lot more natural regeneration of the oaks and hickories.

Acorns don't have a chance.

The reason you don't find it in Thompson Woods is that the squirrel population is so high, so concentrated in one area. The squirrels simply devour all the edible food out there, which means the nut crop is lost every year, Roth said.

"Just because you have big trees doesn't mean you're producing a lot of acorns," Roth said. "As big trees deteriorate, their vigor declines and very often they have a very low per cent of live crown. Therefore, production of acorns decreases.

Glen Everald, a research assistant at SIU's Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory, is conducting a three year study on the squirrel population in Thompson Woods. He said there are 60 to 75 squirrels in Thompson Woods. This averages out to six or seven squirrels per acre. Everald said the ideal is "half a squirrel" per acre.

Everald said the population is higher in the fall as squirrels from outside communities move in for food. After finishing off the nut crop, squirrels eat the buds of trees during late winter and early spring.

Lonergan said he disagrees with the contention that squirrels are the problem in Thompson Woods. His own land near Cobden is free of squirrels, he said, because hunters have come in and shot them all. Subsequent new growth in the woods still has been of species different that the original oak.

Three species dominate younger stand.

In his article about Thompson Woods, Holley said that a large variety of birds found in the woods brought in the seeds of sassafras, black cherry and persimmon, the three species that make up the main stand of younger trees. There are also some white ash, box elder, flowering dogwood and winged elm.

Where more light is available around the edges of the woods there are orange, red cedar, sycamore, mulberry and blackberry trees.

The black oak trees dominate in Thompson Woods because they are topologically mature at around 100 years of age. Many of the trees are that old and older. Some have heart rot, causing branches to break or entire trees to fall over. The whole and red oaks live longer but are fewer in number.

Holley said these factors will cause the character of the woods to change substantially in the next few decades.

Tomorrow: What might happen to Thompson Woods if it is left unmanaged.
Indian hopes to educate his people

By The Associated Press

MARQUETTE, Mich. (AP)—A former卫生健康 who began a campaign to educate his fellow Northwestern Indians.

The tool for Michael Wright, an Ojibway Indian, is a newsletter called "Northern Michigan University," a newspaper published by himself and other Indian students at the school.

A primary purpose of the newspaper, called N’Shawbe, will be to inform the Indian—"what he’s entitled to by treaty and under various federal programs, and to help toward unity of a new, independent people," Wright said.

The newspaper’s name, pronounced N’Shaw-bee, translates in the language of many Indian tribes into "first man" or "original man," according to Wright.

The newspaper will be printed monthly, beginning in mid-March with a free circulation of 1,500 among Indians of the Great Lakes region, and Managing Editor Wright said enough funds have been raised to assure at least a year’s operation.

One issue on which Wright had planned an inaugural campaign already has been won. What once was advertised as "The Rebuttal of the Massacre at Fort Mckinzie" as the title of "The Fort Mckinzie Massacre," was changed to "Fort Mckinzie Massacre." Wright was prepared to lend N’Shawbe’s support to Charles Moser, editor of the Great Lakes Indian Youth Alliance, organized in 1965 to protest the massacre when Indians took the fort in 1963.

Wright argues what took place was "a strategic victory for the Indian."

The Indian’s white entry was stopped by a force of 200 men, and the fort was stormed by 20 Federal soldiers slain, all French soldiers, "who were that day trying to protect some one British civilian were spared. Wright and his followers, who argued the Indians were not equal to the massacre—"indiscriminate slaughter"—Sponsors conceded the point.

They also deleted any reference to drunken Indians or bloody tomahawks from the long-time tradition that the Indians are the ones to blame for the massacre.

The Michigam Confederation of Indians, Wright said, repeatedly has expressed a desire for an Indian-oriented newspaper.

But Wright wanted to do much more about it until the Indians at Northern Michigan University formed the Organization of North American Indian Students (ON AIS). The decision to become publisher of N’Shawbe was among the group’s first.

Remembering his "prey, unmerit" life as a youngster, Wright hopes N’Shawbe also may be able to "give the way of the park at all trade traditions which his father and many other Indian have followed.

Wright said he was proud and his father away. Wright said he was born with his grandmother at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., as a youngster, had nobody to help him with his lessons.

He got good marks, was prone to trouble and finally ended up "a high school dropped-out" at the ninth grade.

It wasn’t until after he was drafted into the Army in 1960 and began getting above-average grades on various examinations that the young man decided maybe he had the ability for a high education, Wright said.

He took a 16-week course and became an Army medic working in neuropsychopharmacology. After going to work on an article assembly line in Pontiac, Mich., Wright enrolled in 1968 in a 10-grade English course, in which he maintained a B average, and in mathematics, in which he had an A average.

But he says finally "he just couldn’t take it anymore" on the assembly line and "fled from the noise and the smoke" to his native northern Michigan Ojibway country.

The unemployment rate there already was high and growing but the Michigan Employment Security Commission threatened him a job on a training as a radio and television equipment repairman at Marquette.

It was here he learned that he qualified for the Indian Affairs college scholarship if he could pass the so-called General Education Test (GED), designed to show the equivalent of a high school education. He also passed the ACT college entrance test and was accepted at Northern Michigan University.

Wright is majoring in social work and plans to work among Indians upon graduation. He also found a strong desire to serve their people among Northern’s other 18 Indians.

The newspaper proposes to report developments of both general and local interest to Indians in the fields of civil rights, education, welfare, housing, and employment opportunities. It also is starting an Indian reference library at Northern.

Would you like to know more about drugs, alcohol?

Center provides info about drugs, alcohol

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information Center at Michigan State University provides education, information, counseling and referral services, according to Charles Tollefson, director of the center.

The center sets up programs on alcohol and drug abuse for school groups, according to Tollefson, as well as providing the public or people with a specific problem with written information.

He said Tollefson also provides counseling for the alcoholic or drug abuser, as well as family counseling.

"In terms of working with the alcoholic or drug abuser, I am the only one in the area who works with the entire family," Tollefson said.

"We look at it as a family problem in terms of solving the problem," he said.

"We have to orientate the family to the problem of the problem. If he is expected to change, the family must also go through some adjustments." Tollefson said that alcoholics are considered a middle class problem.

"Only five to 10 percent of all alcoholics are considered skid row," he said.

Tollefson said that the term "drug addiction" has never used as extensively as it has been in the past, adding that "physiological or psychological dependence is a better way of categorizing the problem." Tollefson said that the Information Center is supported through contributions and donations from the Illinois Department of Mental Health.

SPECIAL RATES!!

Now Renting For Summer: Air Conditioned Efficiency Apartments, & Two Bedroom Apts. soph. junior, senior & married students

Bening Property Mgt.
205 East Main 457-2134

Student Special Through Charter Bus Service to Chicago

Leave Carbondale every Friday 3 p.m.
Arrive Chicago 9:30 p.m.

Leave Chicago every Sunday 3 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 9:30 p.m.

Roundtrip $18.50

Tickets and information may be obtained at the Varsity South Barber Shop, 704 S. University.

Reserve tickets must be purchased before Thursday. 1 p.m.

Tickets sold after 1 p.m., Thursday on availability of seats.

Pick-up Points

Carbondale—Student Union Center & Mae Smith high rise dorm
Chicago—the Loop at Lake and Clark & W. 95th & Lafayette
only deluxe air-conditioned rest room equipped highway motor coaches used
Kidnapped girl saved in Turkey

ISTANBUL (AP) — Policemen in bullet-proof vestsstormed an apartment where the 14-year-old daughter of a Turkish army major was being held hostage by leftist terrorists Tuesday and rescued the girl and her father.

One of the terrorists was killed and the father was injured.

An angry mob tried to lynch the wounding police officer in an attempt to free the building, but police dragged him away before the crowd reached him.

The hostage, Sibel Ertan, survived the incident and was admitted to a hospital in shock. Later she was reported in high spirits.

The girl was abducted Sunday by two young members of the Turkish People's Liberation Army (TPLA) in an operation carried out by Turkish Interior Minister Eber.

Battered S. Viet force leaves tons of supplies in retreat from Snoul

SAIGON (AP) — A bloodied South Vietnamese forces took heavy losses after launching a retreat to the Cambodian border Tuesday after abandoning tons of equipment in a retreat from the strategic crossroads town of Snoul.

South Vietnamese officials described the withdrawal as a planned tactical maneuver.

Field reports said about 80 vehicles, including tanks, armored personnel carriers, jeeps, trucks and tons of other equipment were left behind after nearly six days of fighting that left an estimated 900 dead or wounded on both sides.

South Vietnamese military spokesman in Saigon admitted to the loss of some vehicles, but said the withdrawal was a planned tactical maneuver.

The town of Snoul 80 miles north of Saigon fell to the Pathet Lao in a surprise assault on the South Vietnamese and their communist allies. A military plant town was planned to prevent access of the rainy season.

They claimed about 700 enemy killed by U.S. and South Vietnamese air strikes while the task force retreated from the town.

South Vietnamese losses at Snoul were 200 killed or wounded.

The loss of Snoul 80 miles north of Saigon dealt a blow to both to the South Vietnamese and their communist allies. A military plant town was planned to prevent access of the rainy season.

In Washington, Pentagon spokesman Larry Wilcox said he viewed the withdrawal of a force as a "mistake." He admitted that the withdrawal was "a mistake." He said the South Vietnamese "are not engaged in their combat zone." He said the South Vietnamese continued to withdraw some of their combat zone with the advance of the rainy season.

Friedrich acknowledged that there had been some heavy engagements with the enemy, but added that on the whole the operation in Cambodia was successful because it reduced enemy pressure in the area.

A broadcast by the Viet Cong radio quoted the Cambodian Communist news agency AKI as saying the South Vietnamese were ambushed after abandoning Snoul and suffered 900 killed or wounded. South Vietnamese troops in the embattled area said they suffered about 200 men killed or wounded Monday after fighting the North Vietnamese 5th Division while retreating from Snoul, only 10 miles from the border.

In Saigon, however, Lt. Col. Le Trung Huy, a South Vietnamese communist spokesman, said the 200,000 North Vietnamese troops were on the move to reconquer the area and claim that 700 North Vietnamese soldiers were killed in the area.

The first attack was made by a U.S.-armed armored troop in a western part of a base near the demilitarized zone on the border with South Vietnam.

U-center addition to offer new cafeteria, dining rooms

Food service in the University Center will be expanded this fall with the addition of a new cafeteria and two large dining rooms, plus the Greek Snack Bar.

Frank Ickes at University Center Public Information said the new facilities will be located at the southeast end of the Center and cover nearly half of the ground floor area.

A made-to-order delicatessen station will offer twelve different types of hot sandwich items. Ickes said the "shopping center" concept would help eliminate long lines and allow for more food choices.

Six check-out registers will move customers out of the ordering and onto either one of two dining areas. The present Roman Room will be used as an informal dining area seating 400 people. A new carpeted dining area, also seating 400 people, will be at the far south end of the Center addition and offer a shorter place to eat.

Ickes said a patio decorated with large circular flower beds will be outside of the new dining area and will be used during the warm months of the year.

Four private dining rooms will be used for "through the line" type buffets planned and made available through the University Center Director's Office.

More exports predicted

NEW YORK (AP) — Continued expansion of U.S. exports to Latin America was forecast by Harold S. Scott, director of the Bureau of International Commerce, Department of Commerce, Growth in export trade to Latin America, he said, would probably be more modest than the 15 per cent increase between 1968 and 1970, when exports grew to $4.4 billion.
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The town of Snoul 80 miles north of Saigon fell to the Pathet Lao in a surprise assault on the South Vietnamese and their communist allies. A military plant town was planned to prevent access of the rainy season.

They claimed about 700 enemy killed by U.S. and South Vietnamese air strikes while the task force retreated from the town.

South Vietnamese losses at Snoul were 200 killed or wounded.
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In Washington, Pentagon spokesman Larry Wilcox said he viewed the withdrawal of a force as a "mistake." He admitted that the withdrawal was "a mistake." He said the South Vietnamese "are not engaged in their combat zone." He said the South Vietnamese continued to withdraw some of their combat zone with the advance of the rainy season.

Friedrich acknowledged that there had been some heavy engagements with the enemy, but added that on the whole the operation in Cambodia was successful because it reduced enemy pressure in the area.

A broadcast by the Viet Cong radio quoted the Cambodian Communist news agency AKI as saying the South Vietnamese were ambushed after abandoning Snoul and suffered 900 killed or wounded. South Vietnamese troops in the embattled area said they suffered about 200 men killed or wounded Monday after fighting the North Vietnamese 5th Division while retreating from Snoul, only 10 miles from the border.
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Money available

Red tape plagues financial aid

By Dan Jeske
Student Writer

The penny of the 70s may not buy the same thing as it did 30 years ago, but the way between application and receipt of student aid, as many persons at Washington Square’s Illinois Student Financial Aid Assistance Office, Building B, can attest.

One program offering financial aid is the Guaranteed Loan Program (GLP), which offers from $500 to $7,500 in loans per year. Annual interest is 7 percent, but the federal government will pay the interest while the student is enrolled full-time.

The borrower must repay the principal amount borrowed plus interest in payments no smaller than $50 monthly. The payments must begin no later than nine months after the student ceases full-time study.

The requirements of the GLP are a U.S. citizen, Illinois residence and 12 hours of class per quarter. Students applying to the Financial Aid Office, suggests that the student is interested in the GLP is to contact him by telephone to participate in the program, and if the student is accepted, he is then notified. Money is getting tight, Marrin said, so the student is encouraged to apply to preferred or recognized colleges.

The next step is to pick up a pair of four-page applications at either the financial aid office or Washington Square. Marrin said, after filling out copies of the forms, they are to be sent for school certification and approval from the GLP office in the next 60 day of the quarter.

Both copies are returned to the student, who takes them to the bank where the money is then drawn. If the bank approves, it keeps one copy, and returns the other half of the other to the GLP office at Deerfield.

Memorial Day traffic mishaps
take 553 lives

By the Associated Press

Traffic fatalities during the three-day Memorial Day holiday were reported to be 553.

The forecast before the start of the holiday was that somewhere between 450 and 580 lives would be lost in traffic mishaps during the three-day holiday, Friday and Monday. Monday through Tuesday of this Memorial Day period was fewer, because the federal and state dual work time during the three-day Memorial Day observance is 1988.

Ogilvie approves
money for new state office plan

SPRINGFIELD, III. (AP)—Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie announced Tuesday he was approving a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.
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In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.

In making the promise before a committee, Ogilvie announced he would announce a plan for construction of a new state office building on Lake. Ogilvie said the act would provide a new administrative building to the community. Williams went on to note that Ogilvie also endorsed the mayor in the election several days later.
Congress to retain closed hearings

By Michael O'Connor

WASHINGTON — The 92nd Congress, organized and ready for work last week, showed itself to be a Congress in the making, with its controversial predecessors.

In the wake of Watergate, a Congress is born for reform, both the House and Senate appeared resolved to do nothing-budgets, congressional reform, legislative procedures and activities — that would in any way resemble the style of its controversial predecessors.

In the House, the need for reform was evident, with a new Speaker, a new budget, and the public's souring by the style of previous sessions.

Executive sessions of committees, which have been a staple of previous sessions, are now barred and transcripts of testimony are to be made available to the public.

The House has a new Speaker in Rep. Carl Albert of Missouri, and the public have long been a sore point with the public, and on other topics.

Leadership of the House, in its efforts to hold down spending and cut costs, is being held, and the public are not privy to the public.

The Senate is a different matter, with a new majority, and the public have long been a sore point with the public, and on other topics.

Leadership of the Senate, in its efforts to hold down spending and cut costs, is being held, and the public are not privy to the public.

Under House and Senate rules, new legislative, amendments to existing laws and appropriations measures are heard by subcommittees, with recommendations to the full committee and carried over to the floor for debate.

Naval graduation tradition prevails

ANNAPOLES, Md. (AP) — When a pretty young girl in a long white dress stepped into the Eye of the Wind on the Naval Academy's Parade Ground and raised the flag at last week, it marked the 100th anniversary of a naval tradition that is now a part of the Academy's lore.

And to commemorate the event, former color guard girls from as far back as 1883 and the year that the Academy has been on the scene, the color guard girls were invited to the Eye of the Wind, which was won the year-long competition against the other color guard teams.

Until 1883 the color guard was given the honor of raising the flag on the Eye of the Wind, but in 1883色, the Tars and the Lusies, and the Color Guardies, and the Torpedos manned the flag and dedicated the flag to their honor.

It was then, in the days of the Torpedos, that a new color guard group was formed, and the Eye of the Wind was raised as a symbol of the tradition.

Today, the Eye of the Wind is still a symbol of the tradition, and the color guard girls are still invited to raise the flag at the Eye of the Wind, which is won the year-long competition against the other color guard teams.

As the Eye of the Wind was raised last week, the color guard girls were invited to the Eye of the Wind, which was won the year-long competition against the other color guard teams.

In 1883 the color guard was given the honor of raising the flag on the Eye of the Wind, but in 1883色, the Tars and the Lusies, and the Color Guardies, and the Torpedos manned the flag and dedicated the flag to their honor.

It was then, in the days of the Torpedos, that a new color guard group was formed, and the Eye of the Wind was raised as a symbol of the tradition.

Today, the Eye of the Wind is still a symbol of the tradition, and the color guard girls are still invited to raise the flag at the Eye of the Wind, which is won the year-long competition against the other color guard teams.
Revenue-sharing compromise hinted

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Nixon administration moved the flag of compromise Tuesday on the eve of the first congressional hearings into its top-priority but embattled plan to share federal revenues with the states.

But the overtures of compromise were cautiously stated, with officials still insisting they will resist any basic changes at President Nixon's $5 billion general revenue-sharing proposal.

"We are always open-minded on specifics and details," said Assistant Treasury Secretary Murray Weidenbaum, head of the administration's revenue-sharing task force.

"I can see a possibility that in the committee, or if the legislation gets to the floor of the House, we might get into the area of compromise. House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford of Michigan said yesterday.

But Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally in a background paper submitted to Congress, said

"To make fundamental changes in the President's basic strategy would rule these reforms of their dynamic and balanced quality. Connally said the amendments to the proposal might make it more effective.

The secretaries will be on the scene with the only one from the Nixon administration at the hearings opening before the House Ways and Means Committee Wednesday.


Fog linked in Murphy plane crash

ROANOKE, Va. (AP) — The pilot of the small plane that crashed killing World War II hero Audie Murphy said Friday that he and others suddenly found themselves flying in thick fog and minutes later received favorable weather reports, federal investigators said Tuesday.

The accident occurred on the return trip from a golfing trip to a mountain area here in the mountains.

"It was the first time I ever saw a plane crash," Pederson said.

The last contact with the plane was made by the flight service station at Roanoke Airport. A flight service spokesman said Tuesday that the pilot of the plane had been told that Roanoke's weather was safe for visual flying with a ceiling of 1,000 feet and visibility of 1 mile.

Audzea said all other airports in the area were reporting limited visibility and, on the mountain road, said the plane was visible near the edge of the runway.

The flight service said the plane was due at 2:30 p.m. to use Roanoke's airport control and instrument landing facilities at the time of the accident.

Pederson said investigators had found a fog horn had been mounted on the plane, after which the plane had received structural damage before takeoff.

Pathologists were still working on determining the cause of death of the six bodies recovered from the wreckage. Pederson said that relatives waiting to claim the bodies had been identified.

These were passengers Claude Crosby, 48, of Atlanta and Kim Daly, 20, of Ft. Collins, Colo. Linda Garce, a business associate of the 46-year-old Murphy, confirmed that identification of the actor's body had been made by his twin friends.

Others aboard the Aero Commander aircraft were pilot Herman Bailey of Denver, Colo., and businesswoman Jack Littleton of Ft. Collins and Raymond Prosecutor of Chattanooga, Tenn.

Possible move to limit debate seen by Scott

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott said Friday he will try to limit debate on the draft extension bill to assure passage by the June 30th deadline.

The Pennsylvaniaan said chances the Senate could muster the two-thirds needed to limit debate would be good if the Extensions bill is passed by the House by Friday, and the Senate by Saturday, he said.

He said discussions on limiting debate would be made unless time limits can be reached for votes on amendments, particularly one by Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., and Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., to lay off funds for U.S. operations in Indochina after Dec. 31.

The McGovern-Hatfield forces have said they would vote against a motion to continue debate to a vote within a reasonable period, perhaps a week or two days.

But Scott said in response to a question that his views would depend on how much the motion to continue debate would be more than the condition of the bill that could tolerate.

Alumni to receive awards Saturday

Achievement awards will be presented Saturday to six men at the annual Alumni Day banquet marking the 70th anniversary of the St. Joseph University Association.

Recipients of awards for professional achievement are Carl E. Anderson, class of 1956 and Ed S. 1966, vice-president of student affairs at the University of Washington, D.C., Andrew Land, class of 1939, research professor in the department of history at the University of Georgia, and Rear Admiral Joseph B. McDowell, ex-1940, Judge Advocate General of the U.S. Navy.

A native of St. Louis, Mo., Anderson received his doctoral degree in education in 1960 at the University of Maryland. Upon graduation from SJU, Anderson joined the staff at Howard University and in 1960 was made director of student activities. In 1964 he became associate dean of students for administration and student life.

Land, a native of Panama City, Miss., received his doctor of philosophy degree in 1968 from the University of Iowa. After graduating from SJU, he became the principal of the Mount City, Ill., Junior High School. From 1960 to 1968, Land was a professor of history at the University of Maryland, he joined the University of Georgia faculty in 1968. He has held both the Guggenheim and Fulbright Scholarships and has resided in England.

McDowell, brought up in Harrisburg, Ill., attended SJU from 1936 to 1938. He received his bachelor's degree in law from the University of Illinois in 1942, he was graduated and commissioned an ensign in the U.S. Navy at the Midshipman School of Columbia University in 1943.

Following service with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, McDowell later represented the Joint Chiefs' delegation which negotiated the first arms control agreement with the Soviet Union. In 1968 McDowell returned to his position as the Judge Advocate General in the Secretary of Defense's office as Assistant Judge Advocate General in the Department of Defense, where he played a major part in drafting President Kennedy's quarantine of Cuba during the missile crisis. Awards for service to SJU and the Alumni Association will go to Bert Case, class of 1927, retired superintendent of schools on Mount Vernon, Va., and Robert G. Clark, class of 1938, who was superintendent of schools in Western Springs and Kenneth W. Medley, 1917, editor and publisher of the Association Management Magazine Washington, D.C.

UNIVERSITY CITY is not the average monastery type residence hall. If you want a small cubicle with plenty of restrictions, then don't come to University City. Spacious rooms with single occupancy only $350.00 with meals, for summer quarter.

Call for complete information:

549-3396
602 E. College

FIGHTER JET REVIEW ORDERED

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Defense Department, concerned over growing costs in the development of the Navy's new F-11 fighter plane, has ordered a high-level review of the $9 billion project as a possible first step in cutting back the program.

Secretary of the Navy John Chafee has been asked by Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard "to examine the development and production plans for the F-11 aircraft."

D.C. Congressman Jerry W. Fordham and staff costs are the major com-

Call for complete information:

549-3396
602 E. College

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

I'LL BE LEAVING FOR VACATION DIRECTLY AFTER CLASS.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Cases of the Southern corn leaf blight, which did approximately $1 million worth of damage a year ago, have been found in Jackson County and several other Illinois counties.

Robert Frank, Jackson County extension adviser, said Tuesday that although the blight has been confirmed on some volunteer corn in the cooperative agronomy program at the REU, farmers "should not get too excited." The blight poses no threat to the local field corn.

Frank said the blight cases in Illinois have appeared primarily in volunteer corn—corn ears that have lain on the ground through the winter and have been worked into the ground during field preparations this spring.

Frank identified the blight as a small black spot on the leaf. "These lesions usually have a chalky brown edge," he said.

Frank said probably half of the counties in Illinois have the blight, although a thorough study has not been done. Most cases of the blight have been turned in by extension advisors, he said.

He said nine states presently are experimenting with the blight, with a majority of the blight being found on volunteer corn. Two cases in Illinois—Clay and St. Clair counties—did not involve volunteer corn. In these cases, farmers essentially were growing corn out of theTips, John Corn Used in 1981, and threatened adjacent corn fields. Farmers counseled area farmers not to till out corn fields or blast until after Aug. 15. As a precautionary measure, he recommended that farmers grow corn by hoeing or cultivating it.

If a blight crisis were to occur, it would not be until next spring with new corn plants, when temperatures are above 70 degrees, he said.

Frank said one reason the blight is not more prevalent is that it is a threat this year as a because farmers have a better job selecting dew and when corn leaves have formed, using the best canopies, resulting in movement.

Move for sponsor picnic for SIU volunteer workers

Mobilization of Volunteer Effort (MOVE) will sponsor a picnic for all SIU students who have participated in volunteer projects throughout the year from 1 to 7 p.m. Sunday in Picnic Area No. 4 at Lake-on-the-Campus.

According to David Rafter, chairman of MOVE, a brunch of hot dog, soda and snow cones will be served at the picnic.

Pat Jackson, MOVE coordinator, said in addition to planned activities, the picnic will also serve to expose student volunteers to other careers.

Cardiovascular organizations and other student volunteer leaders during the past year should send a list of those persons to the MOVE office to be recognized, according to Rafter.

"It is hoped that the picnic will serve to give students and faculty members a feeling of purpose, and provide an advertisement for the programs," Jackson said.

"The 1981-1982 season is a time of hope and it is hoped to have the association questions resolved at the next Board meeting," the Board deferred action at its May meeting.

Director gets merit award

Buenos Aires (AP) — Director David Laws has been awarded the Oil and Gas Producers Association's recognition of his contribution to the oil and gas industry, the company announced.

PSE's SIU Beach Towns on Sale at University Center


\[ \text{Discount records inc.} \]
\[ \text{A very special double album} \]

\[ \text{John Mayall - Back to the Roots} \]

\[ \text{Virus} \]
\[ \text{The lecture is one in a series of visiting lectures presented by the Microbiology Graduate Seminar.} \]
\[ \text{The services are supported by the Microbiology Graduate Seminar.} \]

\[ \text{Chicken Hut Special} \]
Wed. and Thurs. Only

"Dinner Pak"

- 3 pc Chicken
- 3 pc Stuffing
- 1 pc Turkey Toast
- 1 pc Corn
- 1 pc Milk
- 1 pc Soup

201 S. Illinois - Carbondale

"You Never Had It So Good"

Call 549-9516
Your order ready when you arrive
Weekdays: Open 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Weekends: Open 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Rock groups pricing themselves right out

By Paul Grambow

There are fortunes made in the rock music business. But financial success often comes with a price.

"If you sell yourself, you may lose your integrity. If you don't sell yourself, you may lose your money," said Paul Grambow.

Grambow's experience is that rock groups have to balance their desire for financial success with their commitment to their art. And sometimes, that balance is hard to find.

"It's a delicate balance," he said. "But it's worth it in the end. You have to sell yourself, but you have to do it in a way that's true to your music."
The values are here every day.

And dozens of extra special values especially for Father's Day, vacations, summertime living at its best. All available starting Wednesday, June 2nd.

**$2**

Men's fabric sole sandals in rugged vinyl with stud and buckle. Assorted styles and colors. Boys' fabric sole sandals, $2

**$2**

Shower fashion-type sandals of vinyl with cork heel, platform. Assorted styles and colors. Girls' fashion-type sandals, $1

Special 20%

Handsome luggage with nylon, tuff-board, and aluminum trim. Resistant wheels, gullied wheel spacers. Men's 2-piece set in black, $50; nylon, and 20% less. Women's 2-piece set in black or green, $17. Women's 20% off.

Penneys

The values are here every day.
**Longevity awards to be given**

*By Gracey Stuebner*

*Editorial Page Editor*

Awards for long service will go to 14 faculty members of SIU's June 11 commencement exercises. Their combined tenure totals 45 years.

There will be recognized in the afternoon session of the two-part graduation ceremony in the Avrow.

The second hall, beginning at 10:30 p.m., will feature the award of an honorary doctor of humane letters degree to George E. Crome, assistant professor of education at SIU.

Four veteran faculty members will be cited for 40 years of service: George Bracewel, professor of educational administration and foundations; Irvin Petitham, researcher in the SIU Outdoor Laboratories; Charles Tenney, professor of education and special education; and Kenneth Yang, professor of psychology.

Mr. Bracewel, Mr. Petitham, Mr. Tenney, and Mr. Yang will be honored for their long dedication to service in education.

**History should talk for itself: Barton**

*By Gweneth Thomas*

*Student Writer*

Principal values of history are normative, descriptive and predictive, according to B. Arnold Barton, whose specialty is 17th and 18th century history.

"History should speak for itself and thoughtful men should be able to derive for themselves that which is relevant for them," Barton said.

As a part of a Humanism Symposium, Barton spoke on history and values at 7:30 p.m. Friday in Morris Library Auditorium.

Barton said, "Historians seem to be on the whole, matter-of-fact pragmatists. Even when they see it fit to articulate their aims, they end up not practicing what they preach."

According to Barton, until early 18th century, historians were concerned with the metaphysical. He said that since the 18th-century physical science has influenced the metaphysical. Barton said that historians became convinced that they could work with the same exacto- mens of chaos and physics.

He said that by the beginning of the 19th-century, epistemology became the concern. Barton said that that fact was an act of faith. As far as ethnologists were concerned, historians tended toward epistemological approaches, according to Barton. He said that epistemological doubts have tended to cause historians to be hesitant about ethics.

"Try to judge by the many, it is impossible. Here is a free history from values," Barton said. He said that what one understands from the past cannot help one to anticipate the future and look at the present. According to Barton, history is more accessible to the layman than any other natural science.

"Since the maturity of the century, there has been a decline of ideology in the west," Barton said. He quoted John Locke as saying, "History is capable of such certainty as our species used." He said that most historians consider it their tasks to obtain facts and interpret the facts.

According to Barton, there is a wide consensus among historians that history should be on the side of honesty and truth and not bigotry or greed. He said, "History is becoming a wide search for confirmation."

Historians are making use of sociology, psychology, economics and other sciences. Developments never stand still. Barton said. He said that some persons have the idea that only persons who belong in special social collectives can understand their peers. Some persons believe that only the black man can write about the black man. According to Barton, he said that kind of writing would be superfluous because the person who writes logically about himself and who can truly understand himself and can use specialization should be held in balance according to Barton. He was talk with some people history was written in its fullest sense.

The Spirit of Eternity Classified Advertisement

"To be a loved and lost is never to have bought..."

**Snooper informs married students of items, services**

*By Gracey Stuebner*

*Editorial Page Editor*

Informing married students, especially recent marrieds with new needs and events, is one of the items of importance to them is the main objective of the Snooper, a student newspaper.

The Snooper is published once a quarter through the office of married and graduate students, Fiscal editor is Mrs. Lorettah Ott, assistant dean of married students.

Married students comprise the staff of the Snooper. Regular columns are written by Joyce Mahoney on cooking and health, Connie Con on nutrition and Pat Sussman who furnishes a consumer report.

Articles on the newspaper are devoted to news, editorial and comments, women's interest, organizations, arts, sports and a calendar of events.

**Students can study, travel in Mexico summer session**

Some SIU students will spend their summer vacations in Mexico and get college credit for it. Of course, it will be doing some studying at the Universidad Veracruz in Taxila, Veracruz, to get that credit.

The summer study session will last from June 21 through August 15.

Credit courses of study offered include Spanish language, literature, economics, history, anthropology, psychology and art. Credit will be transferred to SIU through the Universidad Veracruz.

Noncredit courses in guitar, pottery and dancing will also be offered. These courses for noncredit will be received for Spanish 300.

Travels in the trip, including round trip travel to and from Mexico and incidental expenses is $280. This includes hotel accommodations for the three months.

Arrangements have been made for students to live with Mexican families in order for them to gain a better understanding of Mexican history, Wayman said.

Leonography is still available for the Study-Tour in Mexico. Interested students should contact Wayman at the Department of Spanish Language, Wheeler Hall 311.

**SIU student gets disc jockey job**

*By University News Service*

Philip A. Faggini of Harvey, a junior at SIU majoring in radio-television broadcasting, has been hired as a disc jockey for radio station WHOL (1520 AM) in Eau Claire, Wis.

This is his fourth summer working in radio. His first summer was in Chicago.

Barton said he will use the air waves of Tony Phillips. He will be on the air from 2 to 7 p.m. on weekdays and 2 to 7 p.m. on Sundays. The station is located at 1520 on the FM radio dial.
Stargell was once household helper

By Jack Murphy
Capeley News Service

One of baseball’s redeeming features is that it keeps the youngsters off the streets and away from the kind of mischief that tensions tend to provoke.

Yet the game is no more of a deterrent to juvenile delinquency than such household chores as sweeping, mopping and washing dishes.

Witness the example of Wilber Daniel Stargell. At an age when other adolescents were running with street gangs or forming Little League baseball teams, Willie Stargell had the responsibility of caring for his little sister and making the household function.

Home for Willie was a housing project in Alabama. Coal and times were hard. Both of his parents worked at two jobs in order to pay the rent and provide the necessities of living, and the children were left to their own devices.

It wasn’t an example of neglect, but quite the contrary.

My parents were trying to provide a better standard of living than they had known as children, says Stargell. I appreciate that. I appreciate the sacrifices they made for us.

Yet, there was an element of risk.

The housing project had the atmosphere of a ghetto, there were rumors and temptation without.

You can imagine what it was like, says Stargell. Mugging among the street gangs, stealing, the whole scene. It wasn’t the best or the safest place to be.

Willie and his sister survived not because they were above the battle, but removed from it.

I didn’t have time to get into trouble.

We were too busy caring for the home, sweeping, washing, cooking, all of it. I can thank my parents for that.

But the wisdom of the parents is more obvious to Stargell now than when he was a stripping of 12 or 14.

Not many boys are enthusiastic about sweeping floors or drying dishes, and Willie was a typical boy.

His idea of a good time was to go over to the railroad tracks and watch the tracks with a twenty-four. Nobody in the ghetto had a bat or a ball. Little Leagues were for the privileged.

In one respect, Stargell isn’t greatly changed. He’s become prominent and affluent through his talent for hitting baseballs vast distances for the Pittsburgh Pirates, but he still doesn’t care for mopping around the house.

Actually, I guess there’s nobody better at getting smothered steak or chicken.

Along the way, Willie has a good wife and three children and there is no problem about paying the bills. His skills as a ball player have brought him a fancy in-

come and his investments include a quick food restaurant which specializes in fried chicken.

The restaurant is a good place to be when Willie has a home run at Three Rivers Stadium. If you happen to place an order just as Bob Prune, the Pittsburgh broadcaster, is describing a Stargell batter at the plate, you’ll have a chance.

If Stargell continues at his present pace, he’ll be the Cat Sanders of Pittsburgh. Or better yet he might become as celebrated as teammate Roberto Clemente. Grant him one

(Continued on Page 18)

Snook wins Evansville City Tournament

The Evansville City Tennis Tournament attracted some of the top flight tennis players from the Midwest this weekend, but when the final rounds came around on Monday afternoon it was all Southern Graham Snook, SVU's No. 2 singles man, who came out the winner. Snook also defeated his doubles partner, fellow New Zealander and teammate, to win the championship.

The results of the two-day tourney came as no surprise to Snook. We were more or less expected to have two people from SVU in the finals, he said.

Greendale also teamed up with Roy Broseus to take the doubles competition by beating former Michigan No. 1 man Jim Swift, 6-4, 6-2, while Greendale's Jorge Ramirez, SVU's No. 1 singles player and Midwestern Conference champ, 6-1, 6-4.

The fastest time turned in was 34-47 by Gerey Craig of the SVU track team. Not far behind and winning the high school bracket was Joe Slaughter 36-35. Slaughter. 13 years old and the youngest participant, holds six world records in age group running.

Dean Henderson won the 34-29 age group with a 35-35 cloocking. Ken Ackerman won age group 20-29 in 42:42 and Tom King took the 40-49 group in 42 minutes.

The last winner in the 6.5-mile marathon was 50-year-old Gerey Bussan of St. Louis who completed the distance in 2:27. Bussan began running three years ago when he was 62 years old. This is his first competitive year.

Margaret Freer, a usual favorite, stopped the women's quarter marathon 16 times ago, finishing in 47 minutes flat.

Second place went to Marilyn Good, 41-35. Rounding out the top five were: Marcel Louise Carroll, 39-27, Cheryl Miller, 36-47, and Ellen Honor, 33-35.


In the women's marathon, first through fifth were: Charles Rohr, 3:30-30, Dusty Dorn, 3:30-42, Ronda 4:00-41, and Peter Wadell, 4:31-25
It's Bittner, with two I's.

WASHINGTON (AP) — When Lee Bittner claimed credit for the monopoly by the Washington Senators, everyone thought he was just another one-upping Joe Garagiola by slagging his spelling of his name. New reports have now surfaced that Bittner had never had a baseball career.

But even both to count Bittner, many times, my name has been mispronounced by just one old-fashioned first baseman. For example, the Sox's Joe Garagiola, everybody gets it wrong.

Bittner had it. He spelled it, and you dropped the one, and you spelled it, and we all got it. But everyone gets it wrong.

When Bittner was recalled from Denver by the Senators on May 14, in a move that Made Manager Burt Hooton's head to report some punch into his team's offensive offensive. He's doing just that.

In 11 games going into Tuesday's contest against California, he had collected 11 singles in 31 at bats for a .371 average, including three for four against the Angels Monday.

They decided they were going to give him a shot and I appreciate it," Bittner, a native of Fort Dodge, Iowa. "I don't fit with a lot of power, but I try to hit the ball where it's pitched.

Bittner has suggested that in certain situations I go for power, but he was more a ground ball player, hit left to 2, 200 people. "But I'd rather get on base and score and be wanted that."

In his first two seasons in the Senators' chain, Bittner was hampers, and his military service, hit 38 in 58 games in 1968 and 26 in 14 games while playing with Savannah.

Bittner went last year at Pittsfield where he made the All-Star team.

At the time of his recall from Denver, he was hitting .308. Now he wants to be able to hit in the major leagues.

Stargell hopes to avoid injury

(Continued from Page 17)

wish, however, and Willie would ask nothing so preposterous.

Alas! I know, is to stay healthy. It seems I get some kind of mysterious very excruciating shot that makes my job a lot harder. A man must have a certain amount of space and jump back on at the same speed but be able to catch the ball! Bittner has hurt one foot hurt, and it's difficult to come back the same.

Last season (when he hit 31 home runs while batting .245) the problem was a heel injury. Corning wasn't helped but he was never free of pain. In early July he crashed into walls and suffered face lacerations by Manager Ted Williams, thought wound and ultimately required surgery.

But there's nothing fragile about his bat. He was the second man to hit two homers over the right side and hit 4, 3 at 33 feet for (Clarence was the first) where the maximum distance was measured.

Yet Forbes Field was the wrong bat would be that he had reason to cheer when the Pirates moved into their new playground. The32-year-old, Birttner is the first in the Stargell a left-handed hitter whose picture is directed at the power alloys. It's a measure of his frustration. After he had bat 31 balls against the wall or at the base of the deck, Bittner decided to see whether he could have ranging from 60 to 70 feet. It's 60 feet overall of the Pirates.

Now he shag 30 pounds lighter at 225 pounds. But he has a shug when they had him about something that Barry Ruffin's home run record.

"I don't think I'd know what I was doing in September. If I start trying to hit home runs it will do no good. All I'll do them.

I know for sure that I can hit. Last year hitting .240 was a big thing. I am. I didn't feel too bad then, I don't suppose, but I don't know how good I hit in the majors."

Bittner has been hitting rocks with a steady hammer.
The price of auto racing

Salukis won't change running style against Pan American: Itchy

By Fred Weisberg
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

"Our style of baseball," said one of the players, "is a phrase
that speaks of our desire to win. We are a team of
athletes who can be counted on to give their best in
any situation."

Salukis won't change running style against Pan American: Itchy

Mike Klein
Second Thoughts

'I'd rather cover sports'

World's richest athlete in Sergio B, who amassed an estimated $750,000
between 1912 and 1920, is not a professional
snowshoe skater and promoter. From Norway
in 1905, he became the three-time Olympic figure
skiing champion, 1928, 1932 and 1936.

Benjamin Franklin is known as the father of
snowshoeing and is credited with developing the
sport in the late 18th century. He is also known as
the father of modern skiing, having designed and
constructed the first ski boots and bindings.

Pirates' Ellis stops Card 7-game streak

Card 7-game streak

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Dock Ellis won his sixth straight game today, tossing a three-hitter as the Pittsburgh Pirates
bombed St. Louis, 9-4, and halted the Cardinals' seven-game winning streak Tuesday night.

Ellis' shutout was the third in suc-
cession by Pirate pitching, which has
dome of 39,900. Pittsburgh knocked out Chris
Zambelli with a five-run first inning,
leaving Ellis with all the runs he needed.
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